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Over the last winter period (2018/19) there was an influx of reports regarding emerging cases of 

seasonal Influenza which usually arises between December and March. The annual change in 

temperature caused high intensity flu cases which led to the implementation of near patient 

Influenza A&B testing using the Abbott ID Now version 2. The ID NOW was introduced in 

Emergency Department (ED) and Medical Assessment Unit (MAU) as a pilot study. The unique 

molecular in vitro platform allows rapid and accurate qualitative detection of flu A & B as opposed 

to conventional testing. ID NOW is associated with high sensitivity and specificity which provide 

reliable results using nasal/throat swabs in VTM. Isothermal nucleic acid amplification enables the 

detection by using primers to allow specific amplification of RNA of virus which is further detected 

via fluorescence. Furthermore, the fast turn-around time aided immediate and effective treatment 

options, this was also observed in a recent prospective study which showed substantial benefits of 

POCT (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Image displaying a recent prospective study (Davis S, et al, 2017).

Throat/nasal swab samples from patients presenting with flu symptoms were tested for Influenza 

A&B using the POCT ID NOW. The procedure was followed as explained below. 

During the flu season (2018/19) a total of 1552 POCT tests performed in ED/MAU (compared to                             

812 Lab RT-PCRs the previous season) demonstrating a significant increase in testing at the 

patient bedside.

927 positive influenza results were issued by the laboratory, from which 316 (34%) were 

established using POCT ID NOW instrument (Table 1). 
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As funds for the pilot were granted from winter monies they were not  secured until 2 weeks prior 

to the start of the flu season. This resulted in rapid deployment of the ID NOW instrument and 

challenges delivering timely training, as well as verifying kit/instrument performance. A 

combination of user error and software issues resulted in a significant number of inappropriate 

results, A&B co-infection and B alone (Table 1). These had to then be re-tested by RT-PCR.

Table 1: Overview of results obtained during flu season (2018/19) using POCT ID NOW 

instrument.

Table 1: Overview of results obtained during flu season (2018/19) using POCT ID NOW 

instrument. 

Overall, 950 patients were admitted, and 460 patients discharged (33%). The main areas of 

discharged patients included ED triage (61%), ED resus (45%) and MAU (18%) (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Pie chart depicting number of patients discharged across the 3 main sites involved in 

POCT.

In relation to patient care, a good patient flow was exhibited by staff who followed the protocol, 

this in turn led to a reduction in length of stay from 10.85 to 6.99 days. 

Based on the  study in Figure 1, the economic saving was estimated  as  £215,000  per 1000 

suspected cases. Therefore  the prospected saving in this Pilot was £333,680.

Conclusively, the use of ID NOW demonstrated fast turn-around time/results enabling efficient 

discharge of patients without inappropriate isolation from acute care, leading to commencement 

of treatment plans and IPC precautions. Ultimately, contributing towards cost savings for the 

NHS. 

Deploy POCT earlier on by starting an early business case to avoid last minute training!!

Focus on training early- 4-6 weeks prior to the season starting

Review and update SOPs/ algorithms annually

Resolve IT connectivity and functionality issues –ensure you can interface your instrument

Work collaboratively- ensure your POCT Team, ICNs and Laboratory Teams all plan together

Verify all new versions prior to clinical deployment to avoid reporting errors
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Introduction

Method

Positive Influenza A or 
B samples were 
discarded, and patients 
were isolated/treated 
with Oseltamivir. 

Negative Influenza A or 
B samples (plus all 
A&B positives) were 
sent to the laboratory  
for confirmatory testing 
using RT- PCR 
(InGenius ELITe). 

Results

Conclusion

Future plans?


